Spinocerebellar ataxia type 7 (SCA7) is unique among CAG/polyglutamine (polyQ) repeat diseases due to dramatic intergenerational instability in repeat length and an associated cone-rod dystrophy retinal degeneration phenotype. SCA7 is caused by a polyQ expansion in the protein ataxin-7. Like other neurodegenerative diseases caused by polyQ expansion mutations, the spectrum of clinical severity and disease progression worsens with increasing polyQ length. Several potential mechanisms for the molecular pathogenesis of polyQ-expanded ataxin-7 have been suggested. These include, but are not limited to, alteration of endogenous ataxin-7 function, abnormal processing and stability of polyQ ataxin-7, and alteration of transcriptional regulation via interaction of polyQ-expanded ataxin-7 with other transcriptional regulators. Ataxin-7's normal function as a transcription factor may contribute to the selective vulnerability of specific cellular populations in SCA7, and the resolution of the mechanistic basis of this pathogenic cascade is a major focus of SCA7 disease research. PolyQ-expanded ataxin-7 can cause non-cell autonomous neurodegeneration in cerebellar Purkinje cells. Advances in understanding SCA7's molecular basis have led to important insights into cell-type specific neurodegeneration. We expect that further study of ataxin-7 normal function, insights into the molecular basis of SCA7 neurodegeneration, and the development of therapeutic interventions for SCA7 will greatly influence related endeavors directed at other CAG/polyQ repeat diseases.
Introduction
SCA7 is an autosomal dominant inherited neurodegenerative syndrome of progressive cerebellar ataxia and retinal degeneration with a wide geographic distribution (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . The pronounced anticipation (i.e., worsening disease severity in each successive generation that transmits the mutation) in affected pedigrees made SCA7 a very likely candidate for a causal triplet repeat mutation. Indeed, evidence for a polyglutamine (polyQ) expansion as the cause of SCA7 was established two years before the SCA7 disease gene was cloned (7) . Clinical severity in SCA7 ranges from infantile-onset with early death to elderly presentations of slowly progressive isolated ataxia. The breadth of clinical presentation and natural history stems from the marked CAG repeat instability at the SCA7 locus. The unstable CAG repeat region responsible for SCA7 lies within the coding region for a protein known as ataxin-7 (8) . Expansion of the polyQ tract in ataxin-7 leads to accumulation of the mutant protein in nuclear inclusions (NIs), and to selective neuronal and photoreceptor degeneration. This review will focus on describing the clinical, radiographic, and pathological features of SCA7, and will discuss current theories regarding how mutant ataxin-7 causes cellular toxicity and how mutant ataxin-7 may promote degeneration of specific hind brain structures and neuronal populations, including cerebellar Purkinje cells (PCs). Due to the focus of this Journal, a description of the cone-rod dystrophy retinal degeneration phenotype and discussion of specific theories of its pathogenesis are not included, but have been reviewed elsewhere (9) .
Genetic features of SCA7
Localization of the gene responsible for the SCA7 phenotype revealed linkage to chromosome 3p12-21.1 (10, 11) . Further mapping of this region permitted investigators to test the hypothesis that a CAG repeat expansion was involved (7) . Screening of CAG repeat sequences from the region of linkage yielded a novel gene that was named 'ataxin-7' (8) .
Initial studies of the ataxin-7 CAG repeat indicated that expansions beyond 37 CAG's produced the SCA7 disease phenotype, and normal individuals possess ataxin-7 repeats ranging in size from 7 to 34 CAG's (8) . The ataxin-7 gene encoded a novel protein of (then) unknown function and typically contains a 10 CAG repeat that is translated into a polyglutamine tract in the ataxin-7 protein. This CAG repeat expands to between 37 and w300 triplets in SCA7 patients, and there is a strong inverse correlation between the age of disease onset and the length of the repeat mutation (Figure 1a such that longer repeats tend to produce earlier ages of onset (5, 12, 13) . There is also a correlation between repeat length and the type of clinical presentation in SCA7, with repeat mutations of v59 CAGs often yielding initial cerebellar findings and those >59 CAGs typically producing visual impairment as the first symptom (5).
The clinical and pathological features of cerebellar degeneration in SCA7
Prior to gene discovery, SCA7 was initially differentiated from the larger category of autosomal dominant cerebellar ataxia (ADCA) as ADCA type II, based on the presence of retinopathy (14) . Currently, the only identified gene defect associated with ADCA type II is the unstable CAG repeat expansion in the coding region of the ataxin-7 gene (8) . Almost all patients with ADCA type II have more than 36 CAG repeats on one ataxin-7 allele, and thus carry the diagnosis of 'SCA7'. Cerebellar ataxia, which is manifested as difficulty with walking, manual dexterity and speech, is the most common clinical feature of SCA7 and is often the first reported symptom (15) . SCA7 patients may eventually develop more extensive neurological deficits, including dysarthria, dysphagia, hypoacusis and eye movement abnormalities (slow saccades; staring) that can progress to frank ophthalmoplegia. Involvement of the cortico-spinal tracts resulting in exaggerated deep tendon reflexes, spasticity and extensor plantar reflexes may be present (13, 15) . Because the causal gene in SCA7 is an unstable CAG repeat, SCA7 families demonstrate a pattern of genetic anticipation where subsequent generations develop more severe forms of the disease after inheriting longer repeat expansions than were present in their parents. When very long repeats are inherited, SCA7 may present with an early onset rapidly progressive juvenile form or even a very severe infantile form (12) . Infantile-onset SCA7 is remarkable for its widespread disease pathology that includes organ systems outside the central nervous system (CNS).
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of SCA7 patients typically reveals marked atrophy of the cerebellum and pons (Figure 1b) , while a subset of patients may also demonstrate high T2 signal intensity in transverse pontine fibers (16) . MRIbased volumetric analysis demonstrated that SCA7 patients have significantly more pontine atrophy than patients with other SCAs. Interestingly, it appears that volume loss (as measured by these methods) may develop in the pons prior to the development of cerebellar atrophy, suggesting that the primary site of disease onset may be in brainstem structures rather than in the cerebellar folia (17) . Patients with SCA7 develop atrophy of the cerebellar cortex, dentate nucleus, inferior olive, subthalamic nucleus and olivocerebellar, spinocerebellar and pyramidal tracts (18, 19) . Cerebellar tissue from SCA7 patients has evidence of extensive loss of cerebellar PCs, while only mild changes in the cerebellar granule cell layer are observed. Prominent neuronal loss with gliosis has been noted in the inferior olive (19) . Neuronal loss has been reported in brainstem cranial nerve motor nuclei (III, IV, and XII), spinal motor neurons and regions of the basal ganglia, including the substantia nigra (20) . Demyelination of the pyramidal tracts and of the posterior columns of the spinal cord may also occur (20) .
One pathological feature of SCA7 that is commonly observed in neurodegenerative diseases associated with polyQ-expanded proteins is the presence of nuclear inclusions (NIs) (Figure 2 ). Mutant ataxin-7 has been localized to NIs, together with a host of other proteins including ubiquitin-proteasome components (21, 22) . Several studies of SCA7 neuropathology in patients and in SCA7 mouse models have delineated the pattern of NI formation (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . While extensive NI formation in SCA7 is present in exquisitely vulnerable neuronal populations, such as the inferior olivary complex and basis pontis, the presence of NIs extends to other areas of the neuraxis, e.g., cerebral cortex, that are usually not subject to prominent degeneration (21, 27) . By documenting a disconnection between NI formation and neuronal pathology, studies on SCA7 patient material contributed to an emerging view that inclusion body formation is not required for neuronal loss in polyQ diseases.
Mechanisms of SCA7 neurodegeneration
Currently, our understanding of polyQ-associated neurodegeneration is based upon studies at the biochemical, molecular, genetic, and organismal level. Although the CAG/polyQ repeat disorders share many features, the different disease-causing proteins have no identifiable molecular similarities, except for an expanded polyglutamine tract. The threshold for disease-associated polyQ tract length in most of the CAG repeat diseases is nearly identical (between 35 and 40 repeats); and in all cases, the age of onset and severity of disease are inversely related to the repeat length. These observations suggest that long polyQ stretches possess inherent toxicity. It has been proposed that once the number of glutamines crosses a threshold of 35, the polyglutamine tract acquires an altered conformation (i.e., a 'polar zipper') composed of beta-pleated sheets folding back on one another (28) . Validation of an unique conformation for long polyQ tracts came with production of the 1C2 antibody that could specifically detect expanded polyQ (7). The hypothesis that abnormally folded polyQ-containing proteins are an important step in disease pathogenesis gained prominence when analysis of human brain material from patients with SCA3 and a mouse model of Huntington's Disease (HD) detected NIs (29, 30) . Based upon this work, the theory emerged that polyglutamine expansion tracts misfold, become resistant to degradation and accumulate as proteins aggregate. The ability of Congo Red to prevent polyQ neurotoxicity by inhibiting oligomerization and the toxicity of 'diffuse' mutant polyQ-expanded protein (and not 'inclusions') to produce cell death in cultured neurons support a model in which adoption of an altered conformation is the crucial event in polyQ disease pathogenesis (31, 32) . Visible aggregates (or 'inclusions') are not toxic per se but instead may be correlated with the presence of misfolded oligomeric intermediates. Thus, the toxicity of the polyQ expansion tract relates to its propensity to misfold and to the formation of these toxic intermediates (33) .
Proteolytic cleavage and turnover in SCA7 pathogenesis
How misfolded and potentially toxic intermediates of mutant ataxin-7 result in specific toxicity in selectively vulnerable populations of neurons is not understood. One feature of polyQ disease pathogenesis that may account for cell-type specificity in the various diseases, is proteolytic cleavage. Evidence exists for the preferential nuclear accumulation of truncated polyQ-containing fragments of mutant proteins in several polyQ diseases, including HD and SCA7 (24, 30, (34) (35) (36) . It has been suggested that the production of truncated polyQ disease protein is a key step in disease pathogenesis. The importance of proteolytic cleavage has been most convincingly shown in HD, where protease cleavage processes have been carefully studied (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) .
Studies of ataxin-7 in mouse models and cell culture support the existence of an amino-terminal truncated fragment in SCA7. An ,55 kDa ataxin-7 fragment was detected with both an amino-terminal directed ataxin-7 antibody and the 1C2 antibody in one SCA7 transgenic mouse model and in SCA7 patients (24) . Similar to huntingtin, ataxin-7 can be cleaved by caspase-7 (42), and caspase cleavage can modulate ataxin-7 cellular toxicity in vitro (43) . Caspase-7 mediated cleavage would generate a short fragment containing the amino-terminus with the polyQ tract but without the nuclear export sequence (NES), potentially resulting in accumulation of a mutant ataxin-7 fragment in the nucleus. Compared to full-length mutant ataxin-7 protein, expression of a mutant ataxin-7 amino-terminal fragment similar in size to the truncation product found in vivo, had enhanced nuclear localization and cellular toxicity (44) . It is not currently understood how the polyQexpanded form of ataxin-7 causes degeneration in specific neuronal populations. Accumulation of misfolded or fragmented polyQ-expanded ataxin-7 might be envisioned to inhibit proteasome function and thereby produce a toxic cascade, perhaps specifically in certain neuronal cells with high metabolic demand and protein turnover. However, in vivo studies of the SCA7 knock-in mouse model demonstrate that neuronal dysfunction develops in the absence of ubiquitin-proteasome system impairment (45) .
To examine how polyQ-expanded ataxin-7 might cause toxicity in cerebellar cells, the mutant protein was over-expressed in cultured cerebellar cells. This resulted in activation of the intrinsic apoptotic pathway with activation of caspase-9 and caspase-3, and ultimately DNA degradation consistent with apoptotic cell death (46) . However, a significant component of the neurological dysfunction in SCA7 mice is likely due to reversible physiologic alterations that do not involve apoptotic neuronal loss. In vivo models of SCA7 develop ataxia and Purkinje dendrite degeneration in the absence of Purkinje cell apoptosis (24, 47) . Furthermore, electrophysiological examination of hippocampal slice preparations from SCA7 knock-in mice demonstrated normal synaptic connectivity within the hippocampus but mild impairment of the immediate phase of long term potentiation (LTP), due in part to impairment in post-tetanic potentiation (PTP) (48) . How the molecular mediators of cell death pathways participate in the sub-apoptotic neurodegeneration observed in mouse models of SCA7, or in the pathogenesis of human disease, remains an active area of research.
Ataxin-7 normal function may relate to SCA7 pathogenesis
As soon as a disease gene is identified, the next goal of molecular genetic research is to understand the normal biological function of the corresponding protein product. The normal function of a mutated protein often provides insight into the molecular basis of disease pathogenesis and pathways of interest for drug development. When the SCA7 disease gene was discovered, the function of ataxin-7 was unknown. Analysis of the amino acid sequence of ataxin-7 has revealed at least three nuclear localization signals (NLS's) (49, 50) . Both nuclear and cytosolic localization of ataxin-7 has been observed (27, 51) , and recent data demonstrate that ataxin-7 can shuttle into and out of the nucleus via a classic leucine-type nuclear export signal (NES) (44) . The coexistence of functional NLSs and a functional NES in ataxin-7 suggests that it may shuttle another protein or other cargo, or may regulate subcellular localization of a key factor. Although its nuclear localization has been emphasized, ataxin-7 is prominent in the cytoplasm upon immunofluorescence or immunohistochemistry analysis (27, 51) , suggesting that cytoplasmic or membrane-associated functions are also possible.
Recently, several studies have definitively shown that at least one function of ataxin-7 is as a core component of a transcription co-activator complex called STAGA. Transcription co-activator complexes are large protein complexes that mediate interactions between upstream transcription activators and the RNA polymerase II transcription complex (52, 53) . One well-characterized complex that functions as a mediator between DNA-bound transcription activators and RNA polymerase II is the SAGA complex, originally defined in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (54) . SAGA contains histone acetyltransferase (HAT) activity, mediated by the Gcn5 enzyme. Sgf73, a component of the SAGA complex with essential function in yeast is a homologue of human ataxin-7 (55) . While the homology between ataxin-7 and Sgf 73 is limited, human ataxin-7 can complement Sgf 73 null yeast strains, indicating that the two proteins are functionally interchangeable (56) . The identification of Sgf73 as a homologue of ataxin-7 prompted one group to determine if ataxin-7 is a subunit of the mammalian equivalent of the SAGA complex known as 'STAGA' (57), while another group's unbiased mass spectrometry sequencing analysis of STAGAassociated factors independently identified a 110 kDa protein as ataxin-7 (58). Biochemical studies of the STAGA complex subsequently confirmed that ataxin-7 is indeed a core component of STAGA and the closely related TATA-binding protein-free TAF containing complex (TFTC) (57, 58) . Both STAGA and TFTC mediate transcription activation by promoting histone acetylation; however, STAGA has been shown to interact with certain transcription factors linked to particular nuclear enzymatic activities (59) . The assignment of ataxin-7 to STAGA/TFTC raises questions about the effect of mutant ataxin-7 upon STAGA / TFTC complex function. Although the exact function of ataxin-7 in STAGA is unknown, polyQ expansion in ataxin-7 can alter the HAT activity of SAGA/ STAGA/TFTC in yeast cells, retinal cells, and neuron-like cells (58, 60, 61) . Furthermore, polyQexpanded ataxin-7 expressed in rod photoreceptors produces severe chromatin decondensation (60) . Thus, the polyQ tract expansion in ataxin-7 interferes with normal STAGA/TFTC function, perhaps by diminishing Gcn5 HAT enzymatic activity (58) . Of course, one conundrum remains: Why would disruption of a member of a general transcription coactivator complex that is ubiquitously expressed produce a specific pattern of pathology? The answer will require that we identify STAGA-dependent transcription factors whose functional impairment may underlie the production of the SCA7 phenotype.
Transcriptional regulation and SCA7 pathogenesis
The realization that ataxin-7 is a transcription coactivator subunit further adds to the increasing body of evidence that many polyQ disease proteins are transcription factors or co-regulators. Indeed, of the nine polyQ disease proteins, seven are associated with prominent NIs, and for seven of nine, evidence for a role in transcription regulation has been uncovered. The huntingtin protein has been shown to regulate transcription through an interaction with repressor element-1 transcription factor (REST) in neurons and to interfere with transcription regulators such as CBP, Sp1, and TAFII-130 (62) (63) (64) . A close homologue of atrophin-1 (the gene responsible for dentatorubral-pallidoluysian atrophy) in the fruitfly can function as a transcription co-repressor (65) , and like the huntingtin protein, human atrophin-1 interferes with CBP-mediated transcription (63) . Ataxin-1, the gene with a polyQ expansion in SCA1, may modulate transcription through an interaction with PQBP-1 (66), or function as a transcription co-repressor through its interaction with SMRT (67). Ataxin-3, the gene associated with SCA3, by binding to histone proteins, has been reported to interfere with the chromatin remodeling activities of transcription co-activators with HAT activity, in particular CBP and p300, and may therefore function as a transcription co-repressor (68) . Indeed, ataxin-3 appears to directly interact with HDAC3 in the NCoR complex to repress transcription, and polyQ expansion of ataxin-3 may prevent proper recruitment and function of this deacetylase complex, yielding inappropriate transcription activation (69) . Given all of these findings, the tendency of polyQ disease proteins to interact with polyQ-containing transcription factors, and the documentation of gene transcription alterations as an early event in disease pathogenesis in both mouse models and human patient material (70,71), many polyglutamine diseases may be considered 'transcriptionopathies' (72) . That polyglutamine expansions expressed in yeast yield transcriptional changes resembling those observed in SAGA subunit mutants further supports this view (73) .
Selective neuronal vulnerability in SCA7
Ataxin-7 is expressed throughout the CNS and in many other non-neuronal organ systems. Yet disease pathology in adult-onset SCA7 is specifically restricted to only certain populations of neurons. Thus, although an appreciation of the general mechanism of polyQ neurotoxicity is important for our understanding of SCA7 disease pathogenesis, accurate animal models of SCA7 have enabled us to address the basis of selective neuronal vulnerability. Since the regulatory elements controlling ataxin-7 gene expression are not well characterized, a number of groups have used heterologous promoter-expression systems to model SCA7 in mice. These models have provided useful insights into the nature of SCA7 neurodegeneration (24) (25) (26) 74) . The murine prion protein promoter (MoPrP) SCA7 mouse model, in particular, has highlighted the importance of cell-cell interactions in polyQ disease neurodegeneration. Comparison of MoPrP-SCA7 transgenic mice expressing similar levels of ataxin-7-24Q and ataxin-7-92Q protein revealed onset of gait ataxia at 12 weeks of age in the PrP-SCA7-c92Q mice, while PrP-SCA7-c24Q mice are visibly normal beyond two years of age (24) . Expression of transgenes under the control of the MoPrP vector is typically not observed in PCs of the cerebellum (75) . Thus, in the MoPrP SCA7 mouse model, it was possible to determine if LACK of expression of polyQexpanded ataxin-7 in PCs would protect them. Immunohistochemical analysis of cerebellar sections from the PrP-SCA7-c92Q line 6076 mice indicated that, under these circumstances, PCs are quite severely affected, with loss of calbindin staining becoming dramatically apparent by 8 weeks of ageeven before the onset of a visible phenotype (24) . Indeed, by 13 weeks of age, when most of these mice are just becoming visibly ataxic, calbindin staining reveals marked degeneration of PC dendritic arbors (Figure 3a) . The dramatic PC degeneration is accompanied by extensive ataxin-7 antibody labeling of NIs in all neurons of the cerebellum, except for PCs. Furthermore, ultrastructural analysis of PCs from the SCA7 mouse model reveals marked histopathology of the PC soma with accompanying degenerative changes (47) . These findings led us to conclude that PC degeneration in MoPrP-SCA7 mice is non cell-autonomous, and that non cellautonomous processes could be operating in this and other polyQ repeat diseases.
What is the molecular basis of the non cellautonomous PC degeneration observed in the MoPrP SCA7 mouse model? PCs are the only neurons in the cerebellum not expressing the polyQexpanded ataxin-7, and yet, they are one of the most severely affected populations. In SCA7 patients, the PCs are also severely affected, and yet, NIs are not prominent in these cells (21) . Indeed, examination of cerebellar sections from patients with SCA1, SCA2, SCA3, and DRPLA indicated that NIs are uncommon in PCs (76) . Interestingly, in the MoPrP SCA7 mouse model, the surrounding Bergmann glia cells display extensive ultrastructural pathology (47) . Since Bergmann glia are the cells that maintain glutamate and amino acid homeostasis in the molecular layer of the cerebellum, we hypothesized that the non-cell autonomous PC injury observed in the PrP-SCA7-c92Q mice might be secondary to Bergmann glia pathology. To test this hypothesis, transgenic mice with polyQ-expanded ataxin-7 under the control of a promoter (Gfa2) that drives expression in only Bergmann glia in the cerebellum were generated (47) . Such Gfa2-SCA7-92Q mice do develop ataxia and PC degeneration, suggesting that Bergmann glial dysfunction may contribute to the extra-cellular alterations that produce PC degeneration in SCA7 (Figure 3b) . Analysis of the Gfa2-SCA7-92Q mice indicated that mutant ataxin-7 is interfering with Bergmann glia glutamate uptake by impairing expression of the Bergmann glia-specific glutamate transporter GLAST. In this way, glutamate accumulation in PC synaptic clefts could produce excitotoxicity, resulting in PC dysfunction and degeneration, as evidenced by the pattern of dark cell degeneration in both MoPrP and Gfa2-92Q-ataxin-7 mice (Figure 4) . However, Gfa2-92Q-ataxin-7 mice develop a later onset and more moderate ataxic phenotype compared to MoPrP-92Q-ataxin-7 mice, suggesting that Bergmann glial dysfunction can not be the only contributor to PC degeneration or the broader neurodegenerative phenotype in SCA7.
Toward rationale therapies
Since SCA7 can cause non-cell autonomous PC degeneration, factors in the PC environment that contribute to normal function and promote survival may be altered by polyQ ataxin-7 expression in surrounding or connecting cells ( Figure 5 ). In addition to the survival promoting effects of Bergmann glia, intact neural circuits are necessary to maintain normal PC structure and function (77, 78) . Excitatory afferent input to PC's is provided by climbing fibers from the inferior olive and parallel fibers from granule neurons. In addition to these excitatory inputs, there are also inhibitory inputs from basket and stellate cells. Since glutamate uptake is impaired in ataxin-7-92Q expressing Bergmann glia, an alteration in the balance between excitatory and inhibitory inputs may underlie the more rapid onset of ataxia and neurodegeneration observed in the MoPrP-SCA7-c92Q mice. Future studies, aimed at altering the balance of excitatory to inhibitory neurotransmission by pharmacological means or attempting to increase GLAST expression via ceftriaxone treatment or viral gene transfer (79, 80) , are needed.
Another survival promoting action of Bergmann glia that may be altered in SCA7 is the secretion of neurotrophic factors that promote PC survival. Two neurotrophic factors, glial derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) and insulin like growth factor-1 (IGF-1), play important roles in PC survival. GDNF, synthesized by Bergmann glia, promotes the survival and differentiation of PC's (81, 82) . GDNF treatment is protective in several models of excitotoxic neuronal injury (83) (84) (85) (86) . Chronic intraventricular infusion of GDNF also protects shaker mutant rats from PC degeneration (87, 88) . Taken together, these studies support the hypothesis that GDNF may not only play an important role in supporting adult PC survival, but may also protect PCs from excitotoxic stimuli. IGF-1 is synthesized both by PCs and inferior olive neurons, which deliver IGF-1 to the molecular layer by anterograde transport (89, 90) . Several studies have demonstrated that IGF-1 can be neuroprotective against a variety of neurotoxic insults (91) (92) (93) (94) . IGF-1 may also modulate the excitatory environment of PCs through the regulation of glial glutamate transporters on Bergmann glia (95) . Exogenously delivered IGF-1 promotes renervation and functional recovery after inferior olive lesion (96) , and acts synergistically with GDNF to prevent PC degeneration in shaker mutant rats (87) . Endogenous IGF-1 may promote PC survival and provide protection from excitotoxic insults, and exogenously administered IGF-1 may generate a neuroprotective feed forward loop by promoting renervation of climbing fiber afferents, thereby bringing more IGF-1 to the molecular layer to promote PC survival and Bergmann glia glutamate uptake. Delivery of exogenous GDNF and IGF-1 to SCA7 mouse models could be employed to determine if the SCA7 phenotype may be delayed (or prevented) by ameliorating environmental changes resulting from loss of normal Bergmann glia function and inferior olive input. If this Model for non-cell autonomous Purkinje cell degeneration in SCA7. In mice expressing ataxin-7-92Q under the control of the MoPrP promoter, Bergmann glia (purple), granule neurons (blue), and inferior olivary neurons (magenta) all express mutant ataxin-7 and develop nuclear accumulations of mutant protein detectable as aggregates (brown). Purkinje cell neurons (green), however, do not express mutant ataxin-7 protein, but nonetheless degenerate with atrophy, loss of dendrites, and ultrastructural changes, consistent with dark cell degeneration. This is due to a reduction in glutamate uptake by Bergmann glia, together with probable decreases in the trophic support that is normally provided by Bergmann glia (i.e., GDNF) and climbing fibers (i.e., IGF-1) from the inferior olive. In mice expressing ataxin-7-92Q under the control of the Gfa2 promoter, only Bergmann glia express polyQ-expanded ataxin-7 protein. In Gfa2-92Q mice, Purkinje cell neurons still undergo the same pattern of degeneration, though the onset is delayed and progression is retarded.
hypothesis is correct, then it will be possible to prevent PC degeneration and ataxia in SCA7 patients with specific neurotrophic factors.
